
SPECTACULAR news! HURRAH - GOOD news for a change moving in a POSITIVE direction!

JUST TODAY LabCorp - the biggest lab in the US has released for the public, 3 blood tests that 
determine if you have antibodies, and how strong they are, and an immune response to the SARS-
CoV-2 virus that causes Covid 19. Previously this test was being tested for accuracy in hospital 
workers, so is just now available to the public.

What this test reveals is if you have been exposed and if you are now asymptomatic, meaning no 
symptoms now, and you have the blood test and it is positive and the more positive, then the more 
antibodies the better, then that means you have already developed an immune response and 
antibodies to the virus. This means that you have had the viral infection, so you may have had in the 
last 6 months a flu or a cold or maybe nothing much, but you were exposed and your immune system 
has effectively mounted a response, and it quantitates how strong the response, which is imperative 
and you formed antibodies to the virus.

Is this a GUARANTEE that you will have NOTHING in response to being re-exposed? There are NO 
guarantees in medicine nor in life just like you can get a clean bill of health and drop dead 
immediately after, and I have patients and myself who had a cold after being re-exposed to a slightly 
different form of the virus even though previously having a significant flu with the virus. BUT if you 
have antibodies (AND never mind your immune system is OPTIMIZED by taking all that I have 
previously emailed), just like if you have them to AIDS, or Epstein Barr (Mono), or Measles, or Mumps, 
or Chicken Pox, or ANY disease or virus or bacteria, then your body has the antibodies against, and 
the risk of you getting much more sick when re exposed is as nonexistent as medicine and science is 
aware of exists. AND you are incapable of being infectious, and you are a great blood donor as you 
are passing on the antibodies!

Viruses transform with infection in every patient and weaken, never mind heat and sunlight help kill 
them, and they have analyzed the genomics of this Covid 19 virus and we know there are several 
forms,but the BASIC chemical form is the same, so if you have antibodies against the basic form 
theoretically you can still get a minor something, MAYBE in response to being exposed to a slightly 
different chemical form, but you cannot get the full blown disease, and your risk of getting anything, 
any symptoms, is exponentially decreased to as minimal as possible. 

HURRAH! The test is a blood draw and is available next week. We are getting all the details from the 
lab and of course there will be an onslaught and we are getting the pricing and insurance SHOULD 
cover, so the results will probably take a week or 2 to get back from the lab. We will email you the 
specifics on how to get this test done as soon as LabCorp gives us final details.

More as I know it, but can we all sing the Hallelujah chorus together!

For my European patients - in Germany they are starting to do this test to put people back to work 
and issuing Immunity certificates and in Switzerland, and I am trying to get the UK labs I deal with on 
it although the NHS has to approve THEIR version it appears, but start agitating the labs nearest you 
to get and do the IGG, IGM, IGA antibody test to SARS-COV-2, and the test that QUANTITATES the 
amount of these antibodies that you have. I am agitating the Doctor’s Lab in the UK as well.
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